Press release

Glassed steel in its purest form – »UNISONO« from Alape

The new sit-on basin »UNISONO« puts the perfect utilisation of the material and the delicate
craftsmanship of the Goslar-based manufacturer Alape to the test once again. The round, elegant
basin unites design purity, functionality and quality as one whole. Glassed steel in its purest form.

»UNISONO« is part of a new generation of sit-on basins with which Alape is once again emphasising
why it leads the field when it comes to the design, sculpture and manufacturing of glassed steel basins.

The clear-cut geometrical design of »UNISONO« is a perfect example of the properties of the materials
employed. Only glassed steel can create such precise manufacturing, aesthetic quality and the
impressive design purity of the elegant basin.

The sit-on basin was developed together with Sieger Design and is surrounded by a 3-mm side panel,
which connects seamlessly with the base plate. Thanks to the solid steel frame and homogeneous glass
surface, »UNISONO« remains extremely stable and resilient despite its low material thickness. The sit-on
basin is available in three sizes (325, 375 and 400 mm) and thus fits perfectly into a range of spatial
situations. Its slender design offers personal design freedom for the washplace.

The new model range »UNISONO« captivates with its puristic character. The slender design creates
clarity and at the same time evokes an emotional perspective. As such, »UNISONO« unites these
supposed opposites in harmony and integrates seamlessly into the area of conflicting priorities between
emotion and purism, which is home to all Alape products.

About Alape
Alape was founded in 1896 by Adolf Lamprecht in Penig, Germany, as an enamel
products operation. Today, the company with its more than 200 employees at two
production sites in Goslar, Germany, produces esthetic washplace solutions for the
private and semi-public sectors. As a manufacturer, Alape stands for technically
functional quality standards and inspiring design. Glassed steel in combination with
a variety of high-quality materials allows Alape’s individual designs for an
environment with an architectural legacy.
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